Celebrate the Fourth in the most spectacular way, with a flight on a vintage World War II warbird! Put your hands on history and experience the sights and sounds of authentic American aviation history with a flight on the Commemorative Air Force B-17 Flying Fortress, Texas Raiders, the most iconic bomber of its time or climb aboard the ferocious twin-engine ground attack aircraft the A-26, Night Mission, the one of the fastest planes in the CAF fleet. Want more? Settle in behind the .30 caliber machine gun of the notorious Navy dive-bomber the SB2C Helldiver, the only flying example of its kind in the world. Take the ultimate Living History Flight Experience, and see Tyler from the sky! Online reservations start at $475 for the B-17 bomber, $450 for the A-26 ground attack aircraft, and $995 for the SB2C dive-bomber.

The CAF is operating under special precautions to defend against the spread of COVID 1; as such, flights are available by appointment only and cockpit tours will not be available to the general public.

FOR FLIGHT RESERVATIONS OR INFO CALL 855-FLY-A-B17 or B17TEXASRAIDERS.ORG

TO JOIN THE CAF, a 501 (c)(3) ORGANIZATION, PLEASE VISIT COMMEMORATIVEAIRFORCE.ORG